In order to obtain a clear image that contains all relevant objects in all area, this paper proposes a new image fusion algorithm. The proposed method can adaptively determine the linking strengths of PCNN based on the regional image moment invariants. Compared with the traditional methods, the results of experiments show that the new algorithm enhances the fusion image information, effectively retains the source image edges and detail information. The effect of fusion and quantifying indicators are fairly good.
INTRODUCTION
Image fusion can synthesize many images from different sensors into a new image. The new image contains all the important features from each of the original images. The resulting fused image will be thus more suitable for human and machine perception or for further image processing tasks.
Pulse coupled neural networks (PCNN) is a novel biological feedback network. It is characterized by the global coupling and pulse synchronization of neurons [1] . The PCNN is composed of an array of integrated and fire neurons with one neuron for each input pixel. In such a system, the neurons corresponding to bright pixels reach firing threshold faster than the neurons corresponding to duller pixels. Thus, firing rate is proportional to brightness. In PCNN, when a neuron fires it sends some of the resulting signals to its neighbors. This linking can cause a near threshold neuron to fire earlier than it would have otherwise. This leads to synchronization of the pulses across large regions of the image. These characteristics benefit image fusion which makes use of local image information. The PCNN has many parameters that can be altered to adjust its behavior [2] . The linking strength, β, in particular, has many interesting properties. However, in traditional PCNN-based algorithms, the change of β is global. In fact, humans are often sensitive to edges, directional features, etc. So, a global linking strength is not enough. Spatial frequency (SF) proposed by Eskicioglu etc. is calculated by horizontal and vertical spatial frequency [3] . SF indicates the image definition and activeness clear image has big SF value. So it can be used as linking strength β of PCNN neuron [4] .
In image processing scopes, an image moment is a kind of useful image features to describe the object after extracting of the interested area. The moment invariants can be flexible to express the nature trait of the twodimension shape, including area, centroid, and orientation. In other word, image moment can depict the characterization of the region of interested object. The affine moment invariants are widely employed in image processing and pattern recognition [5] .
In this paper, we show a new fusion scheme. In our scheme, some feature was obtained from image moments and was used as linking strength β of PCNN neuron. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm outperforms traditional global linking strength-PCNN -based and spatial frequency -PCNN-based fusion algorithms in terms of objective criteria and visual appearance.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we provide some necessary preliminaries on PCNN and Hu moment. Section 3 describes our proposed algorithm for PCNN image fusion, which is based on image moment. Section 4 compares the performance of our proposed algorithm with the performance of traditional global linking strength-PCNN -based and spatial frequency -PCNN-based fusion techniques. Finally, in Section 5 we conclude the paper.
PCNN AND HU MOMENT
A PCNN neuron contains two main compartments: the feeding compartment and linking compartment. The values of these two compartments are determined by, where F ij (n) is the Feeding compartment of the (i, j) neuron embedded in a 2D array of neurons, and L ij (n) is the corresponding Linking compartment. The Y ij (n-1)'s are the outputs of neurons from a previous iteration [n -1] . Each of these communicates with neighbouring neurons through the synaptic weights M and W respectively. Each retains its previous state but with a decay factor. Only the Feeding compartment receives the input stimulus, S ij .
Both compartments have a memory of the previous state, which decays in time by the exponent term. The constants V F and V L are normalising constants. If the receptive fields of M and W change then these constants are used to scale the resultant correlation to prevent saturation.
The state of these two compartments are combined in a second order fashion to create the internal state of the neuron, U ij (n). The combination is controlled by the linking strength, β.
The internal state of the neuron is compared to a dynamic threshold, E ij (n), to produce the output, Y ij (n), by
The threshold is dynamic in that when the neuron fires (U ij (n) > E ij (n-1)) the threshold then significantly increases its value. This value then decays until the neuron fires again. This process is described by
where V E is a large constant that is generally more than an order of magnitude greater than the average value of U ij (n). The PCNN consists of an array (usually rectangular) of these neurons. Communications, M and W are traditionally local and Gaussian, but this is not a strict requirement. Initially, values of arrays, F, L, U, and Y are all set to zero. The values of the E ij (n) elements are initially 0 or some larger value depending upon the user's needs. Each neuron that has any stimulus will fire in the initial
iteration, which, in turn, will create a large threshold value. It will then take several iterations before the threshold values decay enough to allow the neuron to fire again. The latter case tends to circumvent these initial iterations which contain little information. The algorithm consists of iteratively computing (2-1) through (2-5) until the user decides to stop. There is currently no automated stop mechanism built into the PCNN.
In the existing PCNN-based fusion algorithms, pixels in spatial or MSD domain are input to PCNN, and there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the pixels and the neurons. Each neuron is connected with neighboring neurons in the linking range. The output of each neuron results in two states, namely firing and non-firing. Then the sum of neuron firing times will generate a firing map whose size is equal to the images in spatial or MSD domain and the value of each pixel in firing map is equal to neuron firing times.
Because there are many parameters needed to be configure in PCNN model, it is difficult in-service use many modified PCNN mode are put forward. One of the simplified PCNN mathematical models is given in formula (2-6) and (2-7).
The link strength β of PCNN neuron is equal to SF or some constant. In this paper, image moment invariants are used as the link strength β of the (i, j) neuron.
For a grayscale image f (x, y), geometric image moments m p,q of order p + q were displayed: According to the geometric moments, central moments µ p,q , are defined as follow:
, and x -, ydenote the centroid of the object.
The order of Central moments can be up to 3 orders, which are translational invariants. Moment invariants is firstly derived by Hu and is a power tools for pattern recognition [6] .
Combined blur-affine invariants (CBAI) was primarily deduced and presented by Tomas Suk [7] , which was an efficient math tools to improve the performance of objects recognition in the images without any pre-process and restoration, especially suitable for an uncontrolled space invironment. To illustrate the CBAI in a plain way, seven formulas of CBAI covering affine moment invariants of second and third orders were presented as follow: 
IMAGE FUSION ALGORITHM BASED ON MOMENT INVARIANTS AND PCNN
Instead of using global linking strength β or spatial frequency as linking strength β at (i, j) of PCNN neuron, moment invariants is considered as the characterization of the region of interested object of images and used as linking strength β at (i, j) of PCNN neuron.
Steps of our proposed method of the moment invariants based image fusion is explained below: 1) Read the two source images. The source images must have the same size. 2) Calculate the neighborhood moment invariants φ 1 , φ 2 , φ 3 , φ 4 , φ 5 , φ 6 , and Where x F, ij , x 1, ij and x 2, ij denote the pixel intensity values at position (i, j) of the fused image and two source images, respectively. 5) Reconstruct the fused image from the selected-out pixel intensity values in . The geometry of a region can be characterized using: size, position, orientation and shape. Moments are projections of the image function into a polynomial basis. For example, 1st order moment stands for centre of gravity, 3rd order moment st ands for skewer and so on. So the moment invariant φ 1 + φ 2 + φ 3 + φ 4 + abs (φ 5 ) + abs (φ 6 ) + abs (φ 7 ) includes more information than spatial frequency. In addition φ 1 ,φ 2 ,φ 3 ,φ 4 ,φ 5 ,φ 6 are rotation, scaling and translation invariant and φ 7 is skew invariant.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we test the performance of the proposed image fusion schemes based on moment invariants. A comparison with fusion schemes using the traditional global linking strength and the spatial frequency as linking strength are performed. We use three objective indicators to compare the experimental results of image fusion using the three different methods. These three objective indicators are the average gradient, the mutual information and the entropy. In order to demonstrate that our method is promising for the applications, three group images are fused using methods of the traditional global linking strength, the spatial frequency and moment invariants as linking strengths. Objective evaluation of traditional feeding compartment-based PCNN for fusing multifocus images is shown in Table 1 .
From Table 1 we can know, image fusion schemes using the traditional global and the spatial frequency have good performance. But the proposed image fusion schemes based on moment invariants almost has bigger average gradient, mutual information and entropy in most of the cases, so it include more original images information. Objective evaluation of simplified Feeding compartment-based PCNN for fusing multifocus images is shown in Table 2 .
From Table 2 we can know, image fusion schemes using the traditional global and the spatial frequency have good performance. But the proposed image fusion schemes based on moment invariants has bigger average gradient, Focusing on the labeled region in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , one can obviously find that the fused images of the scheme based on moment invariants are clearer and
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PCNN Model Automatic Linking Strength Determination Based on Geometric Moments in Image Fusion more natural the fused images than the fused images of the schemes using the traditional global and the spatial frequency.
CONCLUSION
A kind of useful image features, called image moment invariants, is extracted from the fused images by combining blur-affine invariants. This paper uses the these invariants as the linking strength in PCNN, then its value can be chosen adaptively. We compared the proposed image moment invariants-based-PCNN approach with the traditional global link strength-PCNN -based and spatial frequency -PCNN-based fusion techniques on different type of images. Experimental results on visual illustration and subjective indices show the effectiveness of the proposed method.
